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Abstract—This paper discusses the application of Fast 
Sorting Technique (FST) that have been developed by 
Institution of Engineering and Technology and this technique 
will be applied in the calculation of short terms reliability [1]. 
By considering speed and accuracy requirements, this 
technique will quickly select the required number of systems 
state in descending order probability. After several 
calculations, the stopping rule for the evaluation will be met. 
This stopping rule is defined as the relative accuracy of a given 
reliability index. By using this technique to evaluate the 
reliability, only a small number of system states are needed to 
achieve the high accuracy ofthe short-terms reliability and this 
will take a minimum evaluation of comparisons and also the 
number of comparisons. 

Keywords Power systems Reliability Evaluation Fast 
Sorting Technique (FST) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the need for reliable power systems is very 
important since the world is growing fast. Most of the 
product in this world use electricity even the car also is 
being invented to use the electrical energy. In order to 
ensure all these products, industry, and buildings operate 
successfully, the electricity that supplied must be reliable to 
avoid any breakdown or other problems. Thus, the 
calculation of reliability has been developed. This reliability 
evaluation comes from power system planning and 
operation [1-3]. 

Generally, reliability can be known as a performance of 
the components, machines, equipment or a system when it is 
operating. This reliability can also be defined as a 
probability of the components, machines, equipment or a 
system that will satisfactory the needed of the consumer 
under a specific time or periods [4, 10]. 

Since the reliability consider the fail and operating 
condition, the probability method is applied to calculate the 
reliability. To make it clear, as example, given the 
probability of reliability is 0.9, that is mean the components 
can operate at 90 percent and the probability of this 
component fail is only 10 percent. So, if the reliability is 
near to 1, the component or the systems are operating very 
successful. But in the real world, to have ideal systems is 
mostly impossible. There is a lot of method that have been 
used to calculate the reliability of power systems such as by 
using Markov's theory, decision tree theory and could be 
another method that have been created [5,7]. In this paper, 
one method that evaluates the reliability of power systems is 

presented. The method that depends on the time-dependent 
state probabilities ofthe component is called as Fast Sorting 
Technique, FST. This technique is developed by Institution 
of Engineering and Technology [1]. This method have a lot 
of advantages especially the time that will be used in 
calculating the reliability and this is why the calculation of 
reliability is called as short-terms reliability evaluation. 

Using this Fast Sorting Technique, FST the data taken 
in order to calculate the reliability are from the components 
that operates well and also when the component is down. 
Mean times that taken from the component of power 
systems, which are mean time to repair, MTTR and mean 
time to failure, MTTF, the Availability, p(t) and 
Unavailability, q(t) are evaluated. Mean time to repair, 
MTTR is the average time when the maintainability of the 
components while the mean time to failure, MTTF, can be 
defined as the average time starting when the components 
have fault until the component met the next fault. The sum 
of these MTTF and MTTR can be defined as the period, T 
[1, 4-8]. Then, the components with their own Availability, 
p(t) are sorted in ascending order. The next step of this FST 
method is sorting the state and this procedure will be 
explained in this paper. Lastly the reliability indices are 
obtained. Fig. 1 shows the framework of short-term 
reliability evaluation. 

In this paper, the basic methodology of short-term 
reliability evaluation is presented in section 2. In section 4, 
the system analysis including the procedure of sorting 
technique and rescheduled model are discussed. The results 
of the reliability evaluation using this FST technique are 
described and analyzed are shown in section 6. Some 
advices to improve the reliability of the systems are also 
proposed. 

2. SHORT TERM RELIABILITY EVALUATION 

This short-terms reliability evaluation depends on the 
time-dependent state probabilities of the components. The 
evaluation are considering two-state model since the 
probability of the components, systems, machines and 
equipments only considered the mean time of failure and 
repair. Markov process has explained more details about the 
two-state model by considering the time-dependent state 
probability. Actually, the evaluation of this short-term 
reliability is a combination of Markov process with the 
sorting technique. Using Markov process, the basic 
equations are applied to deduce this time-dependents state 
probability ofthe components. 
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There are two initial states of the components which are 
up-state and down-state. Fig. 2 shows the time-dependent 
probabilities of the component if the component is in the up
state while Fig. 3 shows the initial state of component is in 
down-state. The graphs are showing the Availability, p(t), 
and Unavailability, q(t) with respects to its initial states [1, 
3, 7]. 
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Fig. 2: Time dependent probability (initial state is up-state) 

Similarly, if the component is in the down state at time t=0, 
the associate time-dependent probabilities are 

tp(0. <?(£)] = 

L± »_<,-(»+& J- + JL 
Lu +A u + A 'u + A u + . 

-(U+A)t (2) 

For both up-state and down-state, as t—*», the steady-state 
probabilities are 

[p(0.<7(t)] = [ P M , ? H ] = fe>^] (3) 

From this time dependent probabilities for both up and 
down state, it can be conclude that the equation for the 
Availability,/?^, is defined by equation (4). 

p ( 0 = 
E[up time] 

X[down time] + I[up time] 
(4) 

The unit can be expressed in terms of unit's failure and 
repair rates. 

PV = 

Where 

H m 
u-f- A m + r 

X = unit failure rate 
ft = unit repair rate 
m = mean time to repair, MTTR 
r = mean time to failure, MTTF 
T = m+r = mean cycle time 

(5) 

Fig. 1: Framework of short term reliability evaluation. 
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And then, from equation 5, the equation for Unavailability, 
q(t), can be defined as 

9(0 = u + A m + r 
(6) 

Since the highest probability is 1.0, the simplest way to 
evaluate the Unavailability, q(t) is the subtraction of 
Availability, p(t) with 1 as shown below, 

q(t) = 1 - p(t) (7) 

The unit of Unavailability, q(t) is the commonly referred as 
the Forced Outage Rate, FOR. Actually Forced Outage 
Rate, FOR, is not a rate but it is a ratio as shown in equation 
(8). 

Forced outage rate, FOR 
forced outage hours 

in service hours + forced outage hours 
(8) 

After a long period, the Forced Outage Rate, FOR is 
equivalent to the unit of Unavailability, q(t). 

Forced Outage Rate, FOR = Unavailability, q(t) (9) 

The time-dependent probabilities of the system 
states and the time dependent reliability indices are caused 
by the time-dependent state probabilities of components [1]. 
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Fig. 3: Time dependent probability (initial state is down-state) 

The objective of this evaluation is to analyse and 
evaluate the reliability using Fast Sorting Technique, FST. 
The evaluation of reliability is important because can give 
advantages to the system operator to take any action if there 
are any breakdowns or failure occurs as soon as possible. 
This evaluation also can let them know where are the 

problem always occurs and they can take action to reduce or 
prevent the failure. The evaluation also can estimate the 
satisfactory of the power systems that will be supplied to the 
consumers. 

After all evaluation of the reliability has been made, the 
components with their own probability of Availability, p(t) 
are sorted in ascending order. Then, the highest probability 
of the component is selected using Fast Sorting Technique, 
FST that proposed in this paper. The FST are using sorting 
technique which are divided into two, level-/ state and all-
level state. After all sorting procedures are applied, the 
probabilities that have been calculated are used to evaluate 
the short-term reliability indices which are define in 
equation 17 and 18. Finally, the short-term reliability of 
power system is known. 

3. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FAST SORTING TECHNIQUE 
EVALUATION WITH CONVENTIONAL TECHNIQUE 

Long-term reliability is analyzed by conventional 
reliability evaluation based on the steady-state probability of 
a component while the short-term reliability evaluation is 
using the time-dependent state probability of a component. 
Table 1 compares the different between both techniques [1]. 

Table 1: The comparison between long-term and short-term reliability 
evaluations 

Technique Long Term Short Term 
Component 
parameter 

System 
condition 

Application 

Using steady state 
probability which is 
time-dependent 
probability at f=oo 

Using annual peak load 
or load duration curve; 
generation and 
transmission install 
capacity 

Planning problems 

Time-dependent state 
probability at a future 
time t. 

Real-time load, 
generation, reserve and 
network. 

Operation problems 

4. FAST SORTING TECHNIQUE 

The Fast Sorting Technique, FST is a method to 
evaluate the reliability of the systems. By using this 
technique, the time and the state that need to be considered 
are less compared to the conventional method. The 
definitions of preprocess and FST are described as 
following. 

4.1 Basic definitions and preprocess 

4.1.1 Preprocess: 
Rearranged all component in a power system at time t 
according to (10) and numbered as 1,2,3,..., n. 

(0 < P2 ,max (0 < P3 ,max 

(t) < - < (10) 
Where i) Pj.maxO) = max{p/t), q/t)}, 
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ii) pj(t) and q/t) are the time-dependent 
probabilities of component j in up and 
down state respectively. 

iii) n is the total number of system 
component. 

4.1.2 Definition 1: 
Probability of S, is a probability of a system state that 

have largest probability in all system states where Si is a 
system state. The probability can be determined using 

t ( 0 = I [Pj.max (0 (11) 

4.1.3 Definition 2: 
System state in transition component is defined as 

level-/ transition state while transition component is defined 
as the level-/ components that have changed their states. As 
an example, for level-3 system state, it can be represent as 
S(l, 2, 3) where 1, 2, and 3 are transition components. For 
the probability, the systems states in transition level-/ are 
arranged in descending order. Sj,i, S i 2 , . . . , Sj,m, . . . , are used 
to represent this system states, where / is the number of 
components. As example for 4 components and 2 level 
states, S2,i, S2,2, S2?3, ..., S26. The value of m can be 
calculated by using the equation where n is the number of 
components that used and / is the number of level. 

m=nCi (12) 

The probabilities arrangement of system states are shown as 
following: 

PsXt) > Ps.,(f) > - > Ps- (t) > 

4.1.4 Definition 3: 

(13) 

For level-/ transition state and let / is the neighbouring of m. 
Applying in this sorting technique, the transition state S;?/ is 
neighbouring with S/m if only when the transition 
component ofj+1 is different with transition component y in 
system state S,,/ and S/m respectively. For example on level-
3 state, S im = S(l, 2, 4) the neighbouring states are S(l, 2, 
5) and S(l, 3, 4) where the changes is happened at 
component 2 and 4 of state S3m = S(l, 2, 4). Therefore, 
DS, ,m={S(l ,2,5) ,S(l ,3 ,4)}. ' 

4.2 Sorting states by level 

There are two level of sorting that will be evaluated in 
this technique which are sorting level-/ states and sorting all 
level states. These two sorting procedures are shown as 
following and also the examples of these two procedures are 
shown in Table 4 and Table 5[1]: 

4.2.1 Procedure for sorting level-i states 

To determine the first m states of level-/ (Su, Sii2,..., S/>m), 
sorting technique for level-/ are applied and the probability 
of the states are arranged in descending order without 
searching all states. The procedure of this sorting technique 
is shown as following steps: 

Step 1: Given m=1, the first level-/ state St ;=S( 1,2,... ,i) 
are determined. 

Step 2: The neighbouring states of S/m, Ds,,mare 
determined. 

Step 3: D,m is determined using equation 14 

Ds. ,m = l 

Di'm ~ \ °S,m-t [ J DS,m ~ {%' Si.2 SUm}. 
(14) 

Step 4: Siim+1 which is the state with the largest 
probability in Dim is determined. 

Step 5: Let m=m+l and step 2 is repeated if m is smaller 
than the required number. Otherwise, the process 
is stopped. 

4.2.2 Procedure for sorting all-level states 

This procedure is to determine the first k system states Si, 
S2, ... , S*. The probabilities of each state are also arranged 
in descending order and without searching all system states. 
The basic procedure is as follows: 

Step 1: 
Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4: 

Dk = 

Determine the first state Si=S0j where k=l 
Determine Sihmk+i applying level-4 state sorting 
algorithm if required. Given Sk=Sih mk. 
Determine Sii+i,i by applying level-f4+7) state 
sorting algorithm if required. 

Determine Dk using 15 

&.,}.* = ! 
i UlSi f c ,m f c+1j-pi f c ,m f c j 

D, 

Cfc-H 
k>l and m^KnCi^ and mjj*2 

fc-1 U{Sjk,mfc+1} U{Sik+i,i] - {Sik,mk} 
k > 1 and mk < nCik and mk = 2 

(15) 

D, fc-i iSik.mk] 

Step 5: 

Step 6: 

fc > 1 and mk = nCik 

The state with the largest probability in Dk which 
is Sk+1 is determine. 
Let k=k+l and step 2 is repeated if k is smaller 
than the required number. Stop otherwise. 

As example for these procedures, four-component of 
power systems are considered to make the application of 
FST is clear. The four-component are including three 
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generation and one transmission line. Table 2 shows the 
value of Availability, p(t) for each component at f=l. The 
Availability, p(t) is calculated using equation 1 or 2. 

First of all, the four components of power systems 
are arranged in ascending order depends on its probability, 
Pj,max(t). The arrangements are shown in Table 3. Then, 
using level-/ sorting procedure, the value of probability of 
each state are obtained and arranged in descending order. 
So, if at S2,2 state sequence have two neighbouring, the 
highest value of probability will be selected to be the value 
of Ps^^(/) and so on. The same method is applied at sorting 
all-level procedure. For all-level state sorting-algorithm, the 
results are shown in Table 5 and the whole system has 
sixteen states by using this equation: 

k — nCo + nCl +nC2+...+nCn 

Where n is the number of components. 

(16) 

The third columns of Table 4 and 5 are explained about the 
number of the system states. This number is to select the 
first in level-2 states, NS2,m and also for all-level states, 
NS*. For example, considering at level-2 state, to select the 
first four level-2 states, S(2,3), S(l,4) and S(2,4) are 
calculated and compared. Therefore the value of N S ^ is 
equals to three. The same method is applied to the all-level 
state. To select the first seven states, six states are calculated 
and compared which are, Si>3, S2>i, S14, S2j2, S2j3 and S3>1. So 
the value of NS^ is equal to six. For the last columns of both 
Table 4 and 5, it is shown the probability of each state in 
descending order. 

Table 2: 

Component 

Series 
number 

1 
2 
3 . 
4 

Line 1 
Gen 1 
Gen 2 
Gen 3 

Table 3: 

Component 

Gen 3 
Gen 1 
Gen 2 
Line 1 

Component data 

Availability, p(t) 
(t=lh) 

0.99956 
0.90000 
0.90000 
0.88005 

Component sequence 

Pi(t) 

0.88005 
0.90000 
0.90000 
0.99956 

qj(t) 

0.11995 
0.10000 
0.10000 
0.00044 

Pj,max(t) 

0.88005 
0.90000 
0.90000 
0.99956 

4.3 Evaluation procedure 

The algorithm can be summarized in the following steps and 
the flowchart ofthis evaluation procedure is shown in Fig. 4 

Stepl: Input reliability and operation data of 
components and systems obtained. 

Step 2: Perform AC power flow analysis for the current 
operating state. 

Step 3: By using equation (1) or (2), the time-dependent 
state probabilities of components at time t are 
calculated. Repair process is neglected if t is 
much shorter than the component repair time. 
Because of that, the value of u in equation (1) 
and (2) are equals to zero. The repair process 
must be considered, so the value of t is not 
relatively short. 

Step 4: By using FST, the system state with largest 
probability in the remaining states is determined. 

Step 5: The network connections for the selected system 
state are checked. 

Step 6: Short-term reliability indices are calculated. 
Step 7: The number, total probability of selected states 

and relative accuracy of the index are updated. 
Step 8: Lastly, if stopping rules are reached, output the 

reliability indices, otherwise proceed to Step 4. 

Table 4: Level-2 sorting procedure 

State sequence D, NS, PS;,m(Q 
SZ;=S(1,2) 
S22=max(D2,;)= 
S(l,3) 
S 2 , j=max(D 2 i ?)= 

S(2,3) 
Sz^=max(D23)= 
S(l,4) 
S2,J=max(D2i^)= 
S(2,4) 
S2,(5=max(D2iJ)= 
S(3,4) 

{5(1,3)} 
{S(2,3), 5(1,4)} 

{5(1,4), 5(2,4)} 

{5(2,4)} 

{5(3,4)} 

-

0 
0 

2 

3 

3 

3 

1.079e-2 
1.079e-2 

8.797e-3 

4.257e-5 

3.485e-5 

3.485e-5 

The system state can be selected and examined again in 
descending order of probability until the stopping rules are 
met. The stopping rules are shown as following: 

The number of selected system states is larger than 
or equal to the specified number. 
Total probability of the selected system states are 
greater than or equal to the given value. 
Relative accuracy of an index is higher than or 
equal to acceptable accuracy. 
Variation of an index is less than a given tolerance. 

in. 

iv. 

5. RELATIVE ACCURACY OF A RELIABILITY INDEX 

To obtain the exact reliability indices evaluation that 
requires investigating all possible unforeseen event states is 
impossible. However, the lower and upper bounds of a 
reliability index can be defined to estimate the accuracy of 
the evaluation. 
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Table 5: All-level sorting procedure 

State sequence D* NS* Ps*(fl 
Si~ So,i 

S2=max(Di)=S,, 
=S(1) 

S3=max(D2)=S,,2 

=S(2) 

S4=max(D3)=S, 3 

=S(3) 

S5=max(D4)=S21 
=S(1,2) 

S6=max(D5)=S22 

=S(1,3) 

S7=max(D6)=S2,3 

=S(2,3) 

S8=max(D7)=S31 
=S( 1,2,3) 

S9=max(D8)=Si4 
=S(4) 

S10=max(D9)=S2 4 
=S(1,4) 

S„=max(D,o)=S2,5= 
S(2,4) 

Si2=max(D,,)=S26 

=S(3,4) 

S13=max(Dl2)=S3>2 

=S(1,2,4) 

S|4=max(D,3)=S33 

=S(1,3,4) 

S15=max(Di4)=S3 4 

=S(2,3,4) 

S16=max(D,5)=S4,i 
=S( 1,2,3,4) 

&,} 

fc} 
t5 l ,3.52,l) 

Pl ,4 '^2, l j 

(^1,4. ^2,2] 

{Sii4,S2>3,S31j 

{S14,S2i4,S31j 

Wl,4»^2,4<^3,2J 

{52,4-^3,2J 

{S2.5'S3.2i 

(52,6'53,2J 

{53,2} 

W3,3'^4,lj 

(53 4, 5 4 1 j 

& i } 

-

0 

0 

0 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

8 

9 

10 

10 

12 

13 

13 

7.125e-l 

9.712e-2 

7.916e-2 

7.916e-2 

1.079e-2 

1.079e-2 

8.797e-3 

1.199e-3 

3.136e-4 

4.275e-5 

3.485e-5 

3.485e-5 

4.750e-6 

4.750e-6 

3.872e-6 

5.278e-7 

5. / Reliability indices 

The lower bound l(t)Low and upper bound I(t)Up of an index 
I(t) are, respectively, defined in (17) and (18) 

KVLOW = J ] FsK
Psk(t) + FLowll-2_j PskW I (17) 

fc=l \ k=l I 

/(Oi/p - 2 , F*Ps*Ct)+F"" ( 1 _ Z Ps*(t) (18) 

Where; 
i. Sk is the kth system state 
ii. Fsk is the value of the index for state Sk 

iii.Psk(t) is the time-dependent state probability of Sk. 
iv.ns is the number of system state selected 
v. FLOW and FUp are the lower and upper bounds of the index 

value for the remaining system states, respectively. 

5.2 Probability of load curtailment (PLC) 

The lower and the upper bounds of PLC can be obtained by 

ns 

PLC(t)Low = Y,FSKPSkW 
fc=i 

PLC(t)Up = PLC{t)L0W + ( l - ] T PskQ0) 
\ k=i / 

(19) 

(20) 

If there is load curtailment for Sk, PLC index, Fsk = 1, 
otherwise Fsk = 0. Since the PLC is a probability, FLOW = 0 
andFUp= 1. 

5.3 Expected demand not supplied (EDNS) 

The unit of EDNS is in megawatt (MW). For the EDNS 
index, Fsk is the total system load curtailed for Sk to 
improve operation constraint violations. Therefore the value 
°f FLOW 's equal to 0 and Fup is equal to the total system load. 
The lower and upper bounds of EDNS are: 

EDNS(t)L0W=Y£LiFsKPsk(t) 

EDNS(t)Uv 

= EDNS{t)Low + LSYS 11 - £ PSk(t) J 

Where LSYs is the total system load 

(21) 

(22) 

The relative accuracy of the index I*, PLC* and EDNS* are 
respectively defined as 

i(ty 
Kt)i 

PLC(ty 

Kt)UP 

PLC(t)Low 

EDNS(t)* = 

PLC(t)Up 

EDNS(t)Low 

EDNS(t)Up 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

Equation (17) and (18) indicate that the difference between 
the upper and the lower bounds decreases and both bounds 
approach the exact index as the number of the system states 
considered increases. In this case, the relative accuracy of an 
index approaches 1. Therefore the relative accuracy of an 
index can be used as a stopping rule in evaluation. 
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! 
Input system operating information 

V 

Calculating the time dependent state probabilities 
of component at time / 

,r 

All component are arrange in ascending Pjmax(t) 
order 

V 

k - 1 , S,=So,, 

i 

1 % 
! I 

k=k*l 

. w 

:» 

' f 
Given Sk °* SAjBk, Determine D^n± using (4) 

1 ' 
Determine Sk^Ajr*, applying Proposition 2 

1 ' 
Determine S^+u applying level-(ik+l) state sorting 

algorithm 

1 ' 
Determine D* using (5) 

1 ' 
Determine St*i applying Proposition 4 

1 ' 

Investigate Sk+1 

' f 

Update short-term reliability indices 

' ' 

Update the number, total probability of all selected 
states, and relative accuracies of indices 

NO / M e e t st 
\ ^ nil 

o p p i n g \ 
s? X 

Analysis and Conclude Results Obtained 

6. CASE STUDY 

The value of Expected Demand Not Supplied, EDNS is 
calculated using Fast Sorting Technique, FST and 
conventional method. This evaluation is calculated in order 
to prove that the Fast Sorting Technique, FST is applicable 
to calculate the reliability indices. Fast Sorting Technique, 
FST is applied to three units of power system and the result 
from FST method is compared with the conventional 
technique. 

Consider a system that have three 25 MW units (Unit 1, 
Unit 2 and Unit3) with the Forced Outage Rates, FOR of 
0.02,0.06 and 0.04 respectively. 

Table 6: Shows the units and its Availability, p(t) and Unavailability q(t) 

Unit Availability, Unavailability, 
BM q(t) 

1 
2 
3 

0.98 
0.94 
0.96 

0.02 
0.06 
0.04 

To calculate the reliability indices, the data 
6 will be used. This is an example of generation 
model is combined with the load as shown in 
representing a simplified load duration curve. 

An on-peak load of 70 MW is assumed to 
the time (3500h) and an off-peak load of 40 
present the rest of the year. The capacity of 
above the peak load or system reserve is 
approximately 7% of the peak load. 

Load 
(MW) 

from Table 
model. The 
Fig. 5 and 

last 40% of 
MW to be 
the system 
5 MW, or 

On-peak 

Off-peak 

6.1 

0 3500 8760 h 

Fig. 5: Load model for calculations 

Conventional method 

Fig. 4: Flowchart of short term reliability evaluation 

Using conventional method, the reliability indices value 
is determined [3]. 

Expected Demand Not Supplied, EDNS, 
= Y.[(.Component(MW) — system, reserve (MW)) x 

probability x t] 
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= [20MWx(0.056448+0.036848+0.018048) + 
45MWx(0.002352+0.001152+0.000752)]x0.4+ 
[15MWx(0.0023 52+0.001152+0.000752)] x 0.6 

= 1.005664 MW 

From the calculation, the value of Expected Demand 
Not Supplied, EDNS, is equal to 1.005664MW. This result 
is used as benchmark and then the value of Expected 
Demand Not Supplied, EDNS is recalculated using the Fast 
Sorting Technique, FST. The results are: 

6.2 Fast Sorting Technique, FST 

Fast Sorting Technique, FST is applied to the data 
given to determine the Expected Demand Not Supplied, 
EDNS. As results, Fig. 6 shows a graph of EDNS. 

stopping rule for this short-term evaluation technique. Only 
a small number of system states are required in order to 
calculate the reliability to achieve high accuracy compared 
to the conventional method. Since the smaller number of 
system states, the evaluation required shorter evaluation 
time than using the existing technique. 

8. RECOMMENDATION 

Fast Sorting Technique, FST is applicable to calculate 
the reliability indices so this project should be proceed to 
the software development. The reliability evaluation is very 
important in order to determine the characteristic and the 
availability of a system. Next, if there are new systems that 
want to develop, the system must have components that 
have highest probability of availability. This is important in 
order to avoid any problem or breakdown occurs. 
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